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Abstract. The paper is concerned with optimal stopping of Markov pro
cesses on Polish spaces. It extends results known for locally compact state 
spaces. Conditions are given under which the value function is continuous 
and the first moment of hitting the contact set is an optimal one. Our study 
is motivated by a recent aplication, due to D. Gatarek and M. Musiela, of 
an infinite dimensional theory, to finance.

1. Introduction. Let £ be a metric, complete and separable space - called 
often Polish - and (Q,£, P) a probability space equipped with an increasing 
family of cr-fields C E,t > 0. Assume that X(f),< > 0 is a Markov 
process adapted to (£t), having values in E and let a,<p and be real 
functions on E. For arbitrary stopping time t and s 6 [0,+oo) define 
functionals:

(1) Js(^^(0)) = E(jor“(^’))^[v,(X(r))xT<s + V’Wr))Xr=3]y

i Research supported by KBN Grant No. 2PO3A 082 08.
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The paper is concerned with conditions implying existence of stopping 
times f,such that,

Js(r,X(0)) < J,(f,X(0)) = V(s,X(0)),

for all stopping times t. The main emphasis is placed on various charac
terizations of the corresponding value function V and on showing that the 
hitting time, of the so called contact set, is an optimal one. The paper is de
voted to the finite interval case s < +oo, and the infinite horizon problems 
with the functional:

(2) Joo(r,X(0)) = E ^T^x^^X(T))xr<+00) ,

will be treated in a subsequent paper.
Questions discussed in the present work paper have an enormous liter

ature see e.g. [11], [17], [18], [23], when the state space E is compact or 
locally compact. In the majority of papers one assumes that the transition 
semigroup (PQ is strongly continuous on the space Co(P), of all bounded, 
continuous functions vanishing at the compactification point d. Thus one 
requires that

i) P,(CO(P)) cCo(£),<>0,

ii) for all ip E Co(P), Pt(^) —>■ as t 0 uniformly.

(Neither of the conditions i) - ii) hold for examples of interest when E is not 
locally compact. There exist only few papers dealing with optimal stopping 
of Markov processes on more general spaces. Optimal stopping of a filtering 
process, with values in the space of probability measures, has been discussed 
in [19] and [14], The case of an infinite dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro
cess is treated in a recent paper [8]. Stopping of general Markov processes 
on Polish spaces has been studied in [1, Chapter VII, § 5.2.], under the 
condition that the corresponding transition semigroup is strongly continu
ous on the space of bounded, uniformly continuous functions on E. This 
condition is rarely satisfied even for locally compact spaces E.

In the present paper we replace the requirement i) - ii) by a continuity 
condition which holds in all examples of interest.We show that under the 
continuity condition the classical techniques of the time discretization due 
to Bensoussan and Lions [2], El Karoui [11], Nisio [16], Mackevicius [13], 
Robin [17], Shiryayev [18] and Stettner and Zabczyk [19], can be applied 
to general gain functionals (1), general state spaces and to general Markov 
processes. Our results contain, as a special case, those of [8].

The initial impulse for considering optimal stopping on Polish spaces was 
provided by the paper [8] in which an application of some infinite dimen
sional results to financial mathematics has been investigated. This specific
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application is discussed in some detail in section 2 and at the end of the 
paper.

The paper is based on the preprint [24]. It which also discusses connec
tions with parabolic variational inequalities consists of the following sec
tions:

1. Introduction, 2. Financial model, 3. Continuity condition, 4. Conti
nuity of the value function, 5. Extremal properties of the value function, 
6. Existence of optimal moments, 7. Extension to unbounded function and 
an application.

2. Financial model. As a motivation to our work we describe in this 
section a financial problem leading directly to optimal stopping of general 
Markov processes on Polish spaces.

Let rd(t), t > 0 be respectively domestic and foreign interest rates. 
The exchange rate e(Z), t > 0, or equivalently the cost of the foreign currency 
in terms of the domestic one, satisfies the following equation, see [8],

de(Z) = e(/)| (rd(Z) - rf(t))dt + odWo(t) j 

e(0) = given initial exchange rate,

with a volatility parameter /a The value of the American put option on the 
foreign currency, for the period s > 0 and with the striking price A', is 

(3) supEfe-^rd(^(A'-e(r))+) .
T<S ' '

In general the process, j/(Z) = ^rd(Z), rĄt), e(Z)J, t > 0, is not Markov

ian and one can not evaluate the option knowing only rd(0), rĄO), e(0). 
Following [10] and [15], one can lift the process j/(Z), t > 0, to a Markov
ian one, replacing interest rate processes by the forward rate processes. 
Let rd(Z,£), t > 0, £ > 0 and r^(Z,f), t > 0, £ > 0 be the domestic and 
foreign forward rates functions at time t > 0. Then rd(Z,0) = rd(Z) and 
r^(Z,0) = r-^(Z) and rd(Z,£) and r^(Z,£) are the domestic and foreign ex
change rates at time Z + £ as perceived by the market at time t. Equivalently,

e“ Io rd(t,v)dr),

is the value at time t > 0 of a zero-coupon bond maturing at time t +
In the paper [8], Gątarek and Musiela assumed, following [15], that rd(Z, •)
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and r\t, •), t > 0 are Gaussian - Markov processes on // = Z2(0,+oo) of 
the form:

(4)

rfrd(<,e) = (Ifd(u) + ad{^dt + <^(£Wt(<)>

dr;(Z,^) = ^^rf{t,^ + af^dt + (aJ^,dW2(,t)},

where Wi(Z), W2(Z), £ > 0 are finite dimensional Wiener processes and,

ad(£) = [ ^dWrj),
Jo

af(tf = (cr;(£), [ aJ(rf)dri),
Jo

denoting the scalar product.
Let W(Z) = (w0(Z),IV1(Z),W2(Z)) be a new Wiener process. Then the 

process,
X(Z) = (rd(Z, •), r;(Z, •), e(Z)), t > 0,

satisfies a stochastic Ito equation on E = H x H x R, with respect to the 
Wiener process W(t),t > 0. Denote the components of x £ E by arj, x2, X3 
then, the quantity (3) is equal to,

supE ^0 “(x^-I))d’¥,(X(T,i))') ,

where

<*(x 1,^2, *3) = -*i(0), 
ę>(zi,z2,z3) = (A' - x3)+.

The unpleasent feature of the discount function a is that it is not con
tinuous, or even well defined on E and therefore the general theory is not 
directly applicable. This difficulty has been approached in [8] by an ad hoc 
method. If one replaces however the Hilbert space £2(0,+oo) by the space 
Cc[0,+oo) of continuous functions on the interval [0,+oo], or by the space 
W1,2[0,+00) of absolutely continuous functions with square summable first 
desivative [var], the theory developed here is applicable. It is not difficult 
to formulate rather unrestrictive conditions on (4) implying existence of 
continuous forward rates processes in Cc[0, +00) or in IT1,2[O,+00) .
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Modelling the forward functions by a Gaussian process leads to a pos
sibility of negative interest rates.Therefore it is desirable to consider non- 
Gaussian models. In fact the equation for the forward functions r(-, •) 
derived in [10] was nonlinear:

dr(t,f) = £) +a (£,r(t, •)))<&

+ / > 0,

where

a(C-H')) = I a(^,z(rj^drjY
J 0

and a could be, in general, a nonlinear functional of £ > 0 and of function 
2(77), f? > 0. The solution to such an equation is a Markov processes to 
which the general theory of stopping is applicable.

In some papers jumps component are added to the equation (5), see [4]. 
As a result one obtains solutions which are discontinuous processes.

Summing up, there are good reasons to develope stopping time theory 
for general Markov processes on Polish spaces.

3. Continuity condition. Let (£',/>) be a Polish space with the family 
£ = of its Borel subsets. By D(0,P) and D we denote the spaces
of all P-valued, right-continuous functions having left-hand limits, defined 
on the intervals [0,T], T > 0 and [0,+oo) respectively, equipped with the 
Skorokhod topologies, see [3, Chap. 3]. For any Polish space E we denote 
by ,M(£) the space of all probability measures on (E,£) equipped with the 
topology of weak convergence. The spaces D(0,P),D and A4(P) are Polish. 
The Banach spaces of Borel, bounded and of bounded, continuous functions 
on E, with the supremum norm, will be denoted respectively by Bb(E) and 
C„(E).

We assume that given is a transition function Pt(x,T),t > 0, £ € E,T £ £ 
which defines a transition semigroup (P<) on Bb(E\.

(6) Pt4>(x) = [ Pt(x,dy)i/>(y), Ą £ Bb(E), t>0,x£E.
Je

Let (Q,P, P) be a probability space and (PJ an increasing family of a- 
fields. The <r-fields P(, t > o are assumed to be complete with respect to 
the measure P. An £-valued stochastic process X(Z), t > 0 is said to be 
Markov with respect to {(P(),(P()} if

(7) E(^(X(< + h))|P() = P/lV’(A(t)), P — a.s.
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for arbitrary ip G B^E) and t, h > 0.
For the presentation it is convenient to introduce a family of {(Pt), (^<)}

Markov processes A(t,x), t > 0, parametrized by x G E, and such that

(8) lim A(Z,x) = x , P - a.s.

Although thd a- fields (FJ and the probability spaces (Q,F,P) may be 
different for different versions of X the semigroup (Pt) is fixed once for all. 

We will often use the following assumptions (A.l) and (A.2):

(A.l) For arbitrary x G E,

P(A(-,x)gD) = 1 .

We denote by Px the distribution of the process X(-,x) on D(0,T).

(A.2) For arbitrary T > 0 the mapping x —> Px from E to XI (0(0, F)) is 
continuous.

Assumption (A.2) will be called the continuity condition. It is equivalent 
to the continuous dependence of the laws of the Markov processes A"(-, x) 
on the initial condition x G E. Both assumptions (A.l), (A.2) are satisfied 
in many interesting cases.

Remark 1. We restrict our considrations to the time homogeneous Markov 
processes and functions o, ę>, independent of time. Extensions to the time 
dependent case can be easily obtained by passing to the time-space Markov 
process X on E = R1 x E given by the formula:

X(Z,x) = (s + /, X(Z,x)), Z > 0, x = (s,x) G E.

The rest of the section is devoted to some consequences, of the introduced 
assumptions, needed in the sequel.

Together with the semigroup (Ft) we will work with a semigroup (P<):

F(0(x) = , V>eBb(F), Z > 0, xeE,

determined by a function a : E —> R1.
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Proposition 1. Assume that assumptions (A.l) and (A.2) hold. 
If a G Cb(E) and E +oo) X E^ then function v:

u(s,a;) = P50(s,-)(a;), s > 0, x € E,

belongs to Cb([0,P] X E^, for all T < oo.

Before proving the proposition we recall some results from [3].

Lemma 1. If f G 0(0, P) then for arbitrary £ > 0 there exists a finite 
number of points 0 = to < tx <...< tr = T such that for arbitrary 
A: = 1,2,... , r:

(9) sup € [tfc_i,tfc)} < £

Proof. Define r as the supremum of all those t G [0, T] such that the interval 
[0, t) has a decomposition satisfying (9). Since /(0) = /(0+),r > 0. But 
the limit f(r-) exists and therefore also the interval [0,r) has the required 
decomposition. Thus r cannot be smaller than T. ■

It follows from the lemma that, in particular, the image of any function 
f G 0(0, P) is contained in a compact subset of E.

Lemma 2.
i) Arbitrary function f £ 0(0, P) has at must a countable number of dis

continuities,
ii) If function f G D(0, P) is continuous in t G [0,P] and fn —> f in 

D(0,P),tn -+ t,(Zn G [0,P]), then /„(t„) -> /(t).

Proof. The proof of i) follows from Lemma 1. To show ii) notice that by 
the definition of the topology on D(0, P), there exists a sequence (An) of 
strictly increasing functions from [0,P] into [0,P] such that

sup |A„(s) - s| —> 0, sup |A~1(s) - s| -> 0.
»€[0,T) s6[0,T]

Let tn = A“1(t„),n - 1,2,.... Then

|/n(ln) - /(t)| < |/n(AnO ~ /(<n)| + |/(*n) - /(*)| - 0

as required. ■
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Proof of Proposition 1. Fix T > 0 and let xn —> x,tn —> t. By the 
Skorokhod embedding theorem, there exists a probability space (Q,/-, P) 
and D(0,T) - valued random variables Xn,n = 1,2,... ,Xoo such that:

£(Xn) = Px', E(XOO) = PX,

and P - a.s., Xn —> X^ in D(0,T) as n —> +oo. Assume first that t = 0 and 
o = 0. Since Xoo(0) = x and by Lemma 1, P - a.s. lim„_,o -¥n(fn) = X»(0) 
therefore,

E^(tn,%„(*„))) - e(^(0,X«>(0))) = V>(O,x).

In particular Ptn(xn, •) —> 6{x}(-) weakly as tn —> 0 and xn —*• x.
We show next that for arbitrary t € [0,T],x € E,

(10) P^lim X(s,x) = X(t,x^ = 1.

Define <p(x,y) = p(x,y)/\ 1, x,y € E and let tn 11. Then 

&(<p(X(tn,x),X(t,x))) = E^J^Pt-tn (x(tn,x),dy^<p(x(tn,x),y^.

Since P^¥(t„,x) —> X(t—,x) &sn —► +oo) = 1 and Pt_tn(z„,-) —»■ 

6{z}(-) for arbitrary sequence zn —* z,

E^(X(f„,x),X(t,a:))^ -» E^(X((-,i),X(f-,i)^ =0

But
lim E(ę>(X(tn,x),X(t,x))) = E(^(X(f-,x),X(t,x))).

n—► oo

Consequently (10) holds.

Note that

u(/n,Xn) — An ^(^n, ■)(a:n) — E

By (10) and Lemma 2, ii), An(Zn) -* XooG), P - a.s. as n -» +oo. Moreover 
by Lemma 2 i), X„(s) -> Xoo(s), for almost all s e [0,T] and by Lebesgue’s 
theorem

y o^An(s))</s —► y a^Xo^s^ds, as n -+ +oo,
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J0'n a(xBw) da
lim v(tn,xn) = E e

P - a.s. Therefore

= v(t,x). ■

Let us recall that a stochastic (JTt) - adapted process X is said to be 
quasi-left continuous, if for arbitrary sequence of (F)) stopping times rn, 
increasing to r:

X(rn) —* X(r), P fl-S- as n —» oo.
We will need also the following probabilistic consequences of the continuity 
condition (A.2).

Proposition 2. If assumptions (A.l), (A.2) hold then,
i) Arbitrary process X(-,x) is quasi-left continuous,

ii) For arbitrary compact set K C E, T > 0 and £ > 0 there exists a compact 
set L C E such that,

p(x(t,x) G L for all t G [0,T]) > 1 - e, for all x G K.

Proof, i) The proof of quasi-left continuity in the case of locally compact 
spaces is valid also in the present more general situation, see [9, pp. 125- 
126].
ii) Since the set K is compact and the transformation x Px is continuous, 
the set of measures K, = {Px; x G K} is compact in M (0(0,71)). Therefore 
there exists a compact set C C 0(0, T) such that,

Px(£)> 1-e,
for all x G K. Define

L = {y;y = /(t),for some f G C and t G [0,T]}.

It is enough to show that the set L is compact. If yn G L then yn = /n(tn) 
for some /n G £ and tn G [0,F]. There exist subsequences {fnk},{tnk} such 
that fnk —<• f G £ and tnk —> t G [0,T] as n -*■ +oo. Moreover for some 
sequences of increasing functions A*, : [0,T] —> [0,T] and numbers tnic,

fnk(tk) = fnk(Xk(ink))^f(t) 

and ynk —► y = /(i) G L. The proof is complete. ■

4. Continuity of the value function. Bounded data. Our aim in the
present section is to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. Assume that (A.l) and (A.2) hold and that a,<p,i/> € Cb(E'), 
> ę>. Then the function V:

V(s,z) = supE °(x(<7-x))d<T ^(X(r,x))xT<i + 0(X(s,x))xT=s])

defined for all (s, x) 6 [0, +oo) X E belongs to Cf>([0, T]x E), for all T < oo.

Proof. Let us fix h > 0 and s > 0 and let k — 0,1,... be such that 
kh < s < (h + l)h; if s = 0 we set k = 0. By 7" we denote the set of all (Et) 
stopping times. Let Th be the set of all r £ T which do not take values in 
the interval (kh, s) and 7^ the set of all those t eT which take values from 
the set {0, h,... , kh, s} only. If t 6 T then define :

r if t < kh 
s if kh < t < s ,

{0 if t = 0
(Z + l)h if Ih < r < (Z + l)h < kh 
s if kh < t < s .

Let J7s(t") be the functional (1) corresponding to the process A(Z) = X(t, x), 
t > 0.

We show first, in two steps, that

(U)

| sup J,(t) - sup J7s(r)| < sup E 
TgT T(Tk T<s

(X(r)

supEp°rQ(*(")>r^(x(T))) ,
+

where

r£(x) = sup|y?(x)- P(y?(x)| 
t<h

rh(x) = sup \iJj(x) - Ptrl>(x)\, x 6 E. 
t<h

Step 1.

| sup Ja(r) - sup X(r)l < SUP E
T<S
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Note that

J,(r) = J3(rh) + eZ°r

/0*a(x(a))d<r Z X 
-e V / V’l<A(5)JXfc/i<r<s

, T I J’o 0,(X(ct)Vct , Z Y, A 
<Js(T) + e V / V’^tnlXfc/Kro

/o’ a(x(<7))d<7 Z \
-e V / V’^V(s)JXfch<T<»-

However, by the Markov property,

= E(eZ°r ° CX(CT)) d° Pa-r^(X(T))xkK<r<^ •

Consequently,

J.(r) < Ja(rh) + E fe/oT“(X(ff))da(^(X(r)) - A_T0(X(r)))X^<r<s^

sup Js(t) < 
t£T

sup Js(t)+ sup E 
t€T'> t£T

and therefore

I sup JX7") ~ SUP ^(r)l < sup E 
rgT tgt* Tgr

as required.

Step 2.

| sup Js(rh) - sup J,(rfc)| < sup E 
rgT rgT rgT

It is clear that

sup Ja(Th) - sup Js(rh)| = | sup Js(t) - sup Ja(rh)\ 
t£T rgT TgTh reTh
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If now t £ Th then,

J,(r) = E { Jo' "<x^)d^(X(r))XT<fc, + J° -Wa))d.^(X(s))Xt=s}

J.(rh) = E {e/o- "(x^»dV(^(^))XT<fck + J° o(X(<T))d<V(*M)XT=s} 

and

J,(r)-J,(n) = E| Jo“(x^)d^(X(r))-Jo^0^^^) Xt<«,} 

By the Markov property,

E { [Jor - Jo'+1)h aW^<f>(X(lh)) X{lk<r<{l+lW }

= E { Jor (JX(r)) - P(,+1)fc_^(X(r)))X{/fc<T<(ł+1)fc}}

for Z = 0,1,... , k — 1. Therefore the proof of step 2 and of the required 
basic inequality easily follows.

Denote now,
Vh(s,x) = sup E(js(r)). 

t67\
By the discrete time dynamic programming applied to the Markov chain: 
A(0,x), X(h,0), ... , X(kh,x), X(s,x), and to the reward functionals 
E(Js(t)), the functions Vh are given by the following recursive formulae :

(12)

' V\0,x) =V’(x),
< Vh(s,x) = max(ę>(i),AV/l(0, •)(»)), ^ € [0,/i], 

Vh(s, x) = max(ęj(x), P/1V/l(s — h, -)(a:)), -s > Zi.

Therefore, by Proposition 1, V/l(-,-) G CjfO,+oo) x P). 
The first part of the proof implies that,

|V(s, x) — Vh(s, a:)| < sup E
T<3

+ sup E
T<«

By Proposition 1, J —> 0 and 0 uniformly on compact sets as h —> 0.
Therefere, by Proposition 2, for arbitrary T > 0, arbitrary compact set A',
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and arbitrary e > 0 there exists a compact set L and number ho > 0 such 
that

r£(lf) < rh(y) < £ for all j/ e I,h € [0,h0]

and
p(X(t, x) € L, t € [0,T]^ > 1 - £, for x 6 A'.

Thus |V(-,-) — V/l(-,-)| —> 0 uniformly on [0,T] x K as h —♦ 0. This proves 
the continuity of the value function V. ■

5. Extremal properties of the value function. The following two 
characterizations of the value function are of independent interest.

Theorem 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 the value function V is 
the smallest bounded, measurable function with the properties:
i) P(0, x) > i/>(x),V(s, x) > <p(x), for all s > 0, x € E

ii) P,V(t,-)(i) < V(s + t,x), s,t > 0

Proof. Let hn = l/2n,

Vn(s,x) = V/l“(s,x), n = 1,2,... , s > 0, x e A.

Since Vn(0,x) = and Vn(s,x) > V>(x), n = 1,2... and V = limVn, 
therefore V satisfies i). Since for s > h, Vh(s,x) > Ph,Vh(s — h, -)(x), 
therefore if t = k/2n < s, by the semigroup property,

V„(a,x)>ĄVn(s-t,.)(x).

Consequently ii) holds for all t > 0 and dyadic s and thus, by continuity 
of V and Proposition 1, for all s > 0. Assume now that V is a bounded, 
measurable function for which i) and ii) hold. We will show that:

(13) V(s,x) > V\s,x), for all f > 0, s > 0,x 6 E.

Fix h > 0 and s € [0, h]. Then

V\a,x)<PsV(0,-)(x)<V(S,x).

If Vh(t, x) < V(t, x) for t < kh and hh < s < (b + l)h, then 

Vh(s,x)< ĄV(5-b,-)(x)< V(s,x)

and the result follows. ■
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Let us fix <p € Cb(E) and s > 0, then the value function V can be 
regarded as an operator acting on the final function i/r.

V(s,x) = V,^(x).

For an h > 0 define a mapping Qh. : Cb(E) —> Ct,(E) by the formula:

M0) = max(<p, P/,0).

It follows from (12) that for n = 0,1,...

Vh(nh,x) = Gh(vh((n - l)Zt,•))(*) = S?0(*)-

This easily implies that the operators Vs,s > 0 form a semigroup of 
nonlinear operators, compare [16], on the set

ICc = {0 G C6(£) :

Theorem 3.
i) Under assumptions of Theorem 2, (Vs) is a semigroup on Xc such that

(14) Psip < Vsi/), for all s > 0, 0 6 Xc.

ii) If (Vs) is a semigroup on £c satisfying (14) then

Vsil> < Vs0, for all s > 0, 0 6 fCc.

Proof. It is enough to show ii). Set V(s, x) = Vsip(x), s > 0,x ę E. Then 
V(0,x) = 0(x), and

V(s, x) > <p(x), s > 0, x 6 E.

From the properties of (Vs):

V(s + t,x) = Vs+t^(x) = Vs(Vt^)(x) > Ps(Vtil>)(x) > Ps(v(t,')j(x) 

and by Theorem 2, V(s,x) > V(s, x) = Vs0(x). The proof is complete. ■

6. Existence of optimal moments. By.V(t), t > 0 we denote {(Pt), (F))}, 
quasi-left continuous Markov process with trajectories in D([0, +oo); E). 
There is no need to specify the initial condition of the process X in the 
present section. We use convention, inf 0 = s.
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Theorem 4. Assume that assumptions (A.l) and (A.2) hold and that 
£ Cb(-E), > <p. For fixed s > 0 define

r = inf {< < s : Vb(s - t, X(f)) = <p(X(t))} •

Then f is an optimal stopping time and:

E (eti a(x(a))d. ^(X(r))Xf<4 + V»(X(f))xf=,]) = E(V(s,X(0))).

Proof. Step 1. Fix 6 > 0 and define

Ob = inf {/ < s; V(s - X(t)) < <p(X(t)) + S} ,

then
(7b | f, as 6 | 0, P — a.s.

It is clear that (7 b is a decreasing function of 6 > 0 and that (7b < r, for all 
6 > 0. Denote f = lims_o 06- Then f < t. If f < s then

V(s - <75, X(a5)) < <p(x( + <5

and by the quasi-left continuity of A,

v(s-f, X(f)) <<p(x(f)).

Since V > <p one gets that V (s — f, X(r)^ = <p(x(f)) and t < f. Thus if 

t < s then t = t. However if f = s then also t = s and f = f in general.

The following result follows easily by backward induction. For the defi
nitions of Vh and 7X, see the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 3. For each s > 0,0 < h < s define,

Th = inf {kh < s; Vh(s - kh, X(kh)) = <p(X(hh))} .

For arbitrary r £ Th such that r < Th,

(15) E (V/l(s,X(0))) = E ^°^x^daVh{s - r, X(r))) .

Step 2. Let

ash = kh if (k — l)h < <75 < fch < s 
if (k — l)h < s < kh.— s
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For h sufficiently small and all t € [0, s],
Vh(s-Z,X(Z)) +Ó > V(s-Z,X(Z)).

Therefore > <7,5/4, P - a.s., for h sufficiently small. Applying (15) to 
r = fh A ash one gets, by the right continuity of the process A(.) and the 
uniform convergence of Vh to V on compact subsets of [0, +oo) X E,

E (V(s, X(0))) = E °Md°V(s - as,X(as^

< E po"4 «(*(')> [(<p(X(<7{)) + 6)Xo( <s + •

Note that
<e(x(<M)x.,<.+ *(*«) Xat = 3

= ^(x(CT6))xa4<s + V’(A'(s))x^=s Xt<j

+i ¥’(^(^))x<74<5 + ^(^(s^x^xzs Xt=»

= <p(x(ct6))x<t,<»Xt<s

+ + ^(x(s)jxaf=3 Xt=s = Is + Is-

By the quasi-left continuity of A', Ij —> ę>(x(r)) Xt<s- On the other hand

if as T 5 then tp(x(as)) —> y?^A(s)^ < i/>(x(s)) as 6 | 0. Consequently

e(V(s,X(0))) < E (e^Q(X(<T))dCT[ę>(X(f))xT<sXf<3 + V’(X(5))xf=s]) 

as required. ■

7. Extension to unbounded functions and an application. We will 
now dispence with the restriction that functions a, <p and are bounded 
and impose a weaker condition:

(A.3) Functions «,</?, -0 are continuous and bounded on bounded sets and 
■0 > <p. Moreover for arbitrary compact set K C E and arbitrary T > 0:
(16) E^ sup e^“+(*(*■*)) d*|v,(X(Z,x))|) < +oo.

te[o,T]

We have the following main result.
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Theorem 5. Assume that conditions (A.l), (A.2) and (A.3) hold.
i) The function: V : [0, +oo) x E —> R,

V(s,x) = supE (e^ °^x^da[fi(X(T,x))xr<. + V’(X(s,x))Xt=,]) , 

is continuous.
ii) For arbitrary {(jP(), (/))}, quasi let-continuous Markov process X the 

moment,
t = inf |t < s; V (s - t, A'(t)^ = <p(x(/)^ }

is optimal:
e(v(s,X(0))) =J,(f,X(0)),

Proof, i) Let T be a fixed positive number and K a fixed compact subset 
of E. It follows from Proposition 2 that there exists an increasing sequence 
of compact sets (An) such that for all x G K,

P^A(Z, x) G Ln for all t G [0, T]^ >1---- , n = 1,2...

For each natural n denote by o„,<pn and ipn bounded continuous functions, 
identical to ct,<p and ip on sets Ln and such that

(*n < Iv’nl < IV’nl < |V>| On E.

Then functions Wn : [0, +oo) X E —» R,

Wn(s,x) = supE^o“’(x(^))^[<pn(X(r,a:))XT<J + ^n(X(s,i))XT=4]) 

are continuous by our previons results.Define:

Jo “+ da V>(a(<,x))|£ = sup
r6/\,

fe[o,T]

An = |%(a,x) G Lcn for some cr G [0,T]|.

Note that for arbitrary s G [0,T], x G A':

|lV„(s,x) - V(s,x)| < 2supE ^/° ( ( ’ 0 |^(x(r,a;))|

<2E(£ Xx>).

Xa„
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By (A.5), £ is an integrable random variable and by Proposition 2, 
P(An) —♦ 0 as n —> oo. Consequently E(£ xa„ ) —> 0 as n —> oo and

sup TFn(s, x) — V(s, a;) —> 0 as —♦ +oo. 
se|o,T]1 1
xeK

This proves the first part of the theorem, ii) Let Vh be the functions (12) 
defined in the the proof of Theorem 1. As in the bounded case functions Vh 
are continuous. The sequence V1/2", n = 1,2... increases to the continuous 
function V and by Dini’s theorem the convergence is uniform on compact 
sets. Now the proof of Theorem 10 can be repeated with functions Vh 
replaced by V1/2 . ■

Application to the financial model. We conclude the paper by some 
comments on the applicability of the developed theory to the financial model 
from section 2. Let us consider equation,

(17) <Zr(t,f) = f J^r(t,£) + a(£))dt + ((r(£),dW(i))

for the forwared curve, see section 2. Denote by E = C*o(0, oo) the space of 
all continuous functions defined on [0, oo) vanishing at oo. If for instance 
functions a and a are in E and the first derivative of a is in E then the 
equation (17) has a unique, continuous solution in E. Taking this into 
account and applying Fernique’s result from [6] one can easily check that 
the assumptions of Theorem 5 are satisfied for the optimal stopping problem 
related to the American put option discussed in 2, see also [8].
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